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THE ARTIFICIAL SUN

On 4/8/2024 the organic sun for this 3rd dimension playing

field of Tara earth was replaced/shut down/hidden, and

replaced with an artificial sun. Not only was the event caught

on video of the switch of these two suns, but there is also

video showing the very clear geometric patterns of the new

sun, both seen here (@auntie_coolette /

@coletterealtor1);https://twitter.com/eveforamerica/status/1778754566189703437…

WHAT IS THE SUN, ACTUALLY?

The sun is a portal that is the gateway to this simulation for
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the delivery of energy and commands that come in the form

of neutrinos that are energy packets 'in stasis' that must be

activated once across the threshold of the sun called the

‘veil’. The neutrinos carry thought 'particles' of manifestation

that come from the higher selves of each person down here

in the simulation. I don't expect you to understand what that

means yet, but the sun isn't a ball of fire in the sky. There has

never been a single photo of the sun taken outside of our

atmosphere in all time. Not one, because it generates no light

and no heat. It is called the black sun.

Neutrinos come into our breathable atmosphere and strike

deuterium microcrystals in our air which creates a 'neutrino

event' that creates a brand-new anion ion. In this process,

the microcrystal emits light and heat which illuminates the

simulation field. More neutrinos pass across this plane per



day than would be needed to run all the energy in the

simulation for a year. That anion ion now contains the

message from your higher self about what it wants you to do

or create down here, and the particles inside that are

spinning around bouncing off the 'shell' of the particle is the

energy to create that thing. The ‘shell’ is a geometric

template called a Keylon. They are the 'Keys of Heaven’.

Along with these commands from your higher selves coming

in telling you it is time to wake up and ascend during this

time, are special energy particles that are flooded across

simulation fields to prepare them for natural ascension cycles

called carbon 7 (not on earth's periodic table of elements).

These are super high frequency particles to prepare the plane

and/or lifeforce for their next level of the simulation that

causes your cells to accelerate in spin, raising you to the next



level of awareness so you are able to see the new reality field.

All dimensions, all planes (‘planets), all worlds are

holographically displayed in the same pin-dot as each other.

The only thing separating them is frequency spectrums that

are like television channels. The TV doesn’t move somewhere

else when you change the channel, the signal does. There is

no such thing as space and no such thing as material matter.

If someone wants to shut off these messages and higher

frequency to block the current transition of this operating

plane and this final group of beings given the chance to move

higher within the time matrix, as your captors have done

successfully now 26x, then shutting down the wave portal

and replacing the light with artificial illumination would be a

very good way of successfully blocking the shift for the 27th



time.

With that said, this shift is going to happen, regardless of

what the invader races do this time, because it is being

backed by the collective of Prime Creator and no longer up

for manipulation. As I've mentioned, this is the last ascension

cycle that will ever happen within the Gaia time matrix and

Tara earth is being personally protected by not only the

aether itself this time, but by hundreds of thousands of

warships parked next to the sun to assure her safety to

deliver her without question to the next density where she will

host dimensions 4-6.

No force within the cosmeias can stop this shift and the

invaders will lose. It is only a matter of it playing out to its

ultimate conclusion.



For more images of the interstellar earth alliance see Gina

Maria Colvin Hill.

This message will only be seen by your eyes if not shared,

and if you want to reference this article again later, you will

need to cut and paste it in your own notes off line, as it will

surely be erased. This is the most accurate translation of

these events I am aware of at this time.


